Pipeline Safety Management System
Overcome your federal compliance challenges with
our Dynamics-based solution.

Impactful solutions, smooth delivery

Robust, Flexible, & Effective
Spruce’s project delivery experience has driven the
development of several easily replicable solution
models. Our Pipeline Safety Management
solutions help clients to automate and maximize
compliance with federal and state laws.

Optimize Inspections
• Modules fully mapped to
codes and regulations
• Pre-configure inspections,
and make simple field
modifications
• Real time monitoring of all
inspection cycles

• Proven Results
• Rapid and smooth delivery
• End-to-End guidance and postimplementation support

Fortify Enforcement

Maximize Awareness

• Eliminate processing errors
with One-click document
generation

• Stay connected with complete
mobile functionality for field
inspections

• Effortlessly Maintain
auditable record of complete
compliance lifecycle

• Automated notifications,
alerts, and scheduling

• Instantly produce all courtrequired documentation

• Third-party integration
capabilities
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Quick Study: An Intuitive User Experience
The Power of a Joint Solution
Our solution leverages the awesome
power of Microsoft’s Dynamics 365
platform to bring you:
• Experience: Spruce is a Microsoft
Gold Partner ranked in the top 1% of
all MS Dynamics partners worldwide
• Prevalence: Join the global
community of users who have already
discovered the power of Microsoft
Dynamics 365.
• Stability: Operate with confidence on
a trusted platform with regular
security updates and 24/7 support.
• Familiarity: Standard Microsoft tools
allow for a reduced learning curve
and increased user adoption.

Discover why some of the world’s biggest agencies choose Spruce as their trusted
Solutions provider and technology partner.
Spruce Technology is a leading provider of Strategic Staffing Services, Solutions, and Professional Services for both
the public and private sectors in the Northeast, Spruce Technology has helped high-profile organizations across the
region to optimize their back office operations with powerful solutions for our clients’ needs in Federal compliance,
HR, EEO, Legal, and more.
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